Predicate abstraction has become one of the most successful methodologies for proving safety properties of programs. Recently, several abstraction methodologies have been proposed for proving liveness properties. This paper studies "ranking abstraction" where a program is augmented by a non-constraining progress monitor based on a set of ranking functions, and further abstracted by predicate-abstraction, to allow for automatic verification of progress properties. Unlike many liveness methodologies, the augmentation does not require a complete ranking function that is expected to decrease with each helpful step. Rather, adequate user-provided inputs are component rankings from which a complete ranking function may be automatically formed. The premise of the paper is an analogy between the methods of ranking abstraction and predicate abstraction, one ingredient of which is refinement: When predicate abstraction fails, one can refine it. When ranking abstraction fails, one must determine whether the predicate abstraction, or the ranking abstraction, needs be refined. The paper presents strategies for determining which case is at hand, and methods for performing the apporpriate refinements. The other part of the analogy is that of automatically deriving deductive proof constructs: Predicate abstraction is often used to derive program invariants for proving safety properties as a boolean combination of the given predicates. Deductive proof of progress properties requires well-founded ranking functions in addition to invariants. We show how the constructs necessary for a deductive proof of an arbitrary LTL formula can be automatically extracted from a successful application of the ranking abstraction method.
Introduction
Predicate abstraction has become one of the most successful methodologies for proving safety properties of programs. However, with no extension it cannot be used to verify general liveness properties. In this paper, we present a framework, based on predicate abstraction and ranking abstraction, for verification of both safety and progress properties. Ranking abstraction, introduced in [11] , is based on an augmentation of the concrete program. The augmentation is parameterized by a set of well-founded ranking functions. Based on these, new compassion (strong fairness) requirements as well as transitions are generated, all of which are synchronously composed with the program in a non-constraining manner. Unlike most methodologies, the ranking functions are not expected to decrease with each transition of the program.
The basic premise presented in this paper is that there is a duality between the activities that lead to verification of safety properties via predicate abstraction, and those that lead to verification of progress properties via ranking abstraction. This duality is expressed through the following components: We demonstrate the use of ranking refinement for proving termination of a program with nested loops and unbounded random assignments, as well as a bubble sort algorithm on unbounded linked lists. Both examples entail the use of additional heuristics in order to synthesize core ranking functions.
The framework, as well as all experiments, have been implemented using the tlv programmable model checker [25] . The contribution of the paper is as follows: At the informal, conceptual level, it strives to convince the reader that the duality between invariance and progress, present in deductive frameworks, extends to how one approaches automatic verification of each kind of property. More concretely, it suggests a formal framework, based on two specific abstraction methods, for proving both safety and progress properties. This includes heuristics for choosing separate refinement methodologies based on the form of counterexamples, and a method for automatically deriving a global well-founded program ranking function.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the computational model of fair discrete systems as well as predicate and ranking abstractions. Furthermore, it motivates the use of ranking abstraction by demonstrating its value, compared to a typical deductive method. Section 3 formalizes the different notions of abstraction refinement. Section 4 presents a method for extracting the auxiliary constructs nec-essary for a deductive proof of a response property from a successful application of the ranking-abstraction method. These include a set of ranking functions and helpful assertions. This section deals with the restricted case of fairness-free systems, a model that is adequate for describing sequential programs. These restrictions are removed in Section 5, which performs a similar extraction of auxiliary constructs for the case of a system that allows an arbitrary number of justice (weak fairness) requirements. Such a model is adequate for describing the majority of concurrent programs. The method can be further extended to deal with systems with arbitrary justice and compassion (strong fairness) requirements. However, this will be considered in a subsequent paper. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes.
Related Work
In [29] Podelski and Rybalchenko extend predicate abstraction ( [10] ) by employing predicates over program transitions, rather than states. In this way, the abstraction preserves the argument for proving termination (general liveness is handled by a reduction to fair termination).
The body of work most comparable to ours is [7] , where Cook, Podelski, and Rybalchenko present a framework for verifying termination, which formalizes dual refinements -of transition predicate abstraction and of transition invariants [28] . A transition invariant can be described as a union of transition relations. An important element common to the two methods is the modularity that decomposes the task of proving well-foundedness (absence of infinite executions) into several ingredients that are analyzed separately. In the transition invariant method, this is done by decomposing the invariant into separate transition relations, each of which is independently well-founded. In our case, we construct a separate progress monitor for each ranking function component.
Comparable to our work, the algorithm in [7] , when presented with an abstract counterexample, analyzes the cause of its "spuriousness", and refines either the predicate abstraction or the transition invariant. The method has been implemented in the Terminator tool, and applied to practical examples (e.g., Windows device drivers) in [8] . While our framework is inherently applicable to systems with (weak and strong) fairness constraints (e.g., concurrent systems), the framework as presented in [7] lacks any notion of fairness. Therefore, [24, 6] extend it to allow for fairness requirements.
Dams, Gerth, and Grumberg [9] point out the duality between verification of safety and progress of programs. Like us, they aim to lift this duality to provide tools for proving progress properties, whose functionality is analogous to similar tools used for safety. Specifically, they propose a heuristic for discovering ranking functions from a program's text. In contrast, we concentrate on an analogy with predicate abstraction, a particular method for safety. Our approach is broader, however, in that we suggest a general framework for safety and progress properties where each of the activities in a verification process has an instantiation with respect to each of the dualities.
In [27] Podelski and Rybalchenko present a method for synthesis of linear ranking 3 functions. The method is complete for unnested loops, and is embedded successfully in a broader framework for proving liveness properties [26] , as well as in [7] . This method is one of several candidates that can be embedded in our framework.
The topic of refinement of state abstraction, specifically predicate abstraction, has been widely studied. A number of existing works in this area are [5, 4, 3] .
There have been several works dealing with the extraction of proofs from successful application of a model checking run. The papers [23] and [22] show how to construct a deductive temporal proof out of a successful run of model for checking the property of interest. Namjoshi in [20] argues for the need of a certificate that confirms the correctness of a successful model checking run. This certificate can be viewed as a deductive proof of the property, where the proof is presented as an automaton similar to the verification diagrams of [18] . In a similar way, [15] show how to construct an automaton certificate that confirms the correctness of a model checked property, and can be checked automatically and efficiently. However, all of these methods were applied to propositional properties of finite-state systems and produced proofs (or certificates) that were propositional in nature. None of them could produce a proof that included a ranking function over an unbounded domain. Namjoshi in [21] realizes the need to translate a proof of a finite-state abstraction of an infinite-state system. He refers to this proof concretization process as lifting of the proof. In this process, he takes into account the need to deal with ranking functions. The limitation of his method was that the lifting of ranking functions necessarily preserve the range of the functions. Starting from a finite-state system, the range of the abstract ranking functions and, therefore, the resulting range of the concrete ranking functions is necessarily bounded. In comparison, the methods presented here in Sections 4 and 5 extract ranking functions over unbounded domains from their finitary representation as compassion requirements.
This paper is an extended version of the conference paper [1] . We wish to acknowledge the helpful and insightful comments of the reviewers of this article, which caused us to correct some faults in preliminary versions of this article.
The Formal Framework
In this section we present our computational model, as well as the methods of predicate abstraction and ranking abstraction. In the following, we refer to a first-order state formula as an assertion.
Fair Discrete Systems
As our computational model, we take a fair discrete system (fds) [13] . This generalizes the model of fair transition systems [19] by allowing a more general form of fairness requirements. An fds is presented by a tuple D : V, Θ, ρ, J , C , where of all states over V .
• Θ -The initial condition: An assertion characterizing the initial states.
• ρ(V, V ) -The transition relation: An assertion, relating the values V of the variables in state s ∈ Σ to the values V in an D-successor state s ∈ Σ. We assume that every state has a ρ-successor.
• J -A set of justice (weak fairness) requirements (assertions); A computation must include infinitely many states satisfying each of the justice requirements.
• C -A set of compassion (strong fairness) requirements: Each compassion requirement is a pair p, q of state assertions; A computation should include either only finitely many p-states, or infinitely many q-states.
For an assertion ψ, we say that s ∈ Σ is a ψ-state if s |= ψ.
A run of an fds D is a possibly infinite sequence of states σ : s 0 , s 1 , . . . satisfying the requirements:
• Initiality -s 0 is initial, i.e., s 0 |= Θ.
• Consecution -For each = 0, 1, . . ., the state s +1 is an D-successor of s .
That is, s , s +1 |= ρ(V, V ) where, for each v ∈ V , we interpret v as s [v] and v as s +1 [v] .
A computation of D is an infinite run that satisfies
• Justice -for every J ∈ J , σ contains infinitely many occurrences of J-states.
• Compassion -for every p, q ∈ C, either σ contains only finitely many occurrences of p-states, or σ contains infinitely many occurrences of q-states.
We denote by Comp(D) the set of all computations of system D.
Programs A program is a textual representation of an fds using the notation of the Simple Programming Language (spl), as proposed in [19] . A minimal spl program consists of data definitions and a set of labeled statements. The fds associated with a program has, in addition to variables declared in the data definitions, a program counter variable π, which ranges over the statement labels. The transition relation is derived from the program statements by translating variable assignments into a relation between primed and unprimed copies of the variables. Program control statements, such as if or while, are handled as assignments to the program counter. See [19] for the precise semantics, including treatment of composition and fairness. For example, the fds associated with the program Nested-Loops in Fig. 2(a) is given by the fds V, Θ, ρ, ∅, ∅ , where
Throughout this paper, we will assume that the systems being verified are derived from programs. This implies that in every such system, control is specified via a program counter.
Ranking A well-founded domain is a pair (W, ) such that W is a set and is a partial order over W that admits no infinite -decreasing chains. A ranking function is a function mapping program states into some well-founded domain.
An assertion, like a transition relation, that refers to both unprimed and primed copies of the system variables is called a bi-assertion. A bi-assertion β(V, V ) is called well founded over assertion p if there does not exist an infinite sequence of states s 0 , s 1 , . . ., such that s 0 |= p and s i , s i+1 |= β, for every i ≥ 0. If p = 1 (true), then we say simply that β is well founded.
In order to prove that β is well founded over p, it is sufficient [17] to find an auxiliary assertion ϕ and a well-founded ranking δ, such that
In this case, we say that the well-founded ranking δ proves the well foundedness of β over p. To illustrate our ability to verify liveness properties, we will demonstrate our proposed techniques on the class of response properties that have the form p =⇒ q (abbreviating
, where p and q are assertions. To verify such a property over a system, we define a state to be pending (with respect to p, q) if it is reachable by a q-free path from a reachable p-state. Then, it is sufficient to find a well-founded ranking δ such that δ decreases on every step that departs from a pending state.
Predicate Abstraction
The material here is a summary of [11] and [2] . We fix an fds D = V, Θ, ρ, J , C whose set of states is Σ. We consider a set of abstract variables V A = {u 1 , . . . , u n } that range over finite domains. An abstract state is an interpretation that assigns to each variable u i a value in the domain of u i . We denote by Σ A the (finite) set of 6 all abstract states. An abstraction mapping is presented by a set of equalities
where each E i is an expression over V ranging over the domain of u i . The abstraction α E induces a semantic mapping α E : Σ → Σ A , from the states of D to the set of abstract states.
Usually, most of the abstract variables are boolean, and then the corresponding expressions E i are predicates over V . This is why this type of abstraction is often referred to as predicate abstraction with {E 1 , . . . , E n } being the predicate base. The abstraction mapping α E can be expressed succinctly by:
Throughout the rest of the paper, when there is no ambiguity, we shall refer to α E simply as α. For an assertion p(V ), we define its α-abstraction (with some overloading of notation) by:
The semantics of α(p) is α(p) : {α(s) | s ∈ p }. Note that α(p) is an expanding, or over-approximating, abstraction -an abstract state S is in α(p) iff there exists some concrete p-state that is abstracted into S. A bi-assertion β(V, V ) is abstracted by:
While the abstraction α(p) has been described as expanding, we define the dual contracting abstraction α by
The conjunct α(1), taking the α-abstraction of true (= 1), restricts the range of α to contain only abstract states that have at least some concrete source state mapped by α into S.
The abstraction α is said to be precise with respect to the assertion p if α(p) = α(p), implying that we cannot have a p-state and a (¬p)-state both being abstracted into the same abstract state.
For a temporal formula ψ in positive normal form (where negation is applied only to state assertions), ψ α is the formula obtained by abstracting every maximal state sub-formula p in ψ into α(p).
With no loss of generality we assume that all temporal specifications of properties are given in positive normal form. Thus, when we write the property p =⇒ q, we will treat it as though it is presented in the (logically equivalent) form
The soundness of predicate abstraction is derived from [11] :
Theorem 1 For a system D, abstraction α, and a temporal formula ψ:
Thus, if an abstract system satisfies an abstract property, then the concrete system satisfies the concrete property.
Ranking Abstraction
State abstraction often does not suffice to verify progress properties ( [29] ). We consider ranking abstraction, a method of augmenting the concrete program by a non-constraining progress monitor, which measures the progress of program execution, relative to a given ranking function. Once a program is augmented, a conventional state abstraction can be used to preserve the ability to monitor progress in the abstract system. This method was introduced in [11] and further clarified and elaborated in [14] .
Ranking abstraction allows us to get away with finding a set of possible ingredients for ranking functions, without having to design a comprehensive single ranking function, which is usually required in deductive verification of termination (of the style advocated in [17] ). This is accomplished by means of augmenting the system with several non-constraining monitors, and predicate-abstracting the resulting system.
Fix some system D : V, Θ, ρ, J , C and some well-founded domain (W, ), and let δ be some ranking function over the domain. Let dec be a fresh variable (not in V ). The augmentation of D by δ, written D+δ, is the system
where the conjunct ρ δ is defined by:
Thus, D+δ behaves exactly like D and, in addition, keeps track of whether δ decreases, remains the same, or otherwise. The new compassion requirement captures the restriction that δ cannot decrease infinitely often without increasing infinitely often, which follows immediately from the well foundedness of W. For the pervasive case that δ ranges over the naturals, we can express ρ δ as dec = sign(δ − δ ).
Since augmentation does not constrain the behavior of D, any property over V is valid over D iff it is valid over D+δ. In order to verify a liveness property of D, the augmentation D+δ can be predicate abstracted and checked for satisfiability of the abstracted property. In that abstraction, it is not necessary to abstract the variable dec since it ranges over the finite domain {−1, 0, 1}. Therefore, the abstraction preserves the compassion requirement (dec > 0, dec < 0). Note that we do not require that δ decreases on every step. As demonstrated below, it suffices to have δ capture some of the behavioral aspects of a "comprehensive" ranking function.
Combining such augmentation with subsequent predicate abstraction translates the effect of a well-founded ranking function in the concrete system into a compassion requirement in the abstract system. Both have the effect that they disallow a cycle in the execution of the program. A concrete cycle in which the ranking decreases at least once and never increases cannot exist within the set of pending states. Similarly, in the abstracted version of the same program we cannot have a cycle in which dec = 1 at least once and dec ≥ 0 at all states.
Example 1 (Nested Loops) Consider program Nested-Loops in Fig. 2(a) . In this program, the statements "x := ?" and "y := ?," in lines 0 and 1 respectively, denote random assignments of arbitrary positive integers to variables x and y. For this program, we are interested in proving that it always terminates, which can be specified by the response property at − 0 =⇒ at − 6, where the assertion at − k stands for π = k.
An initial attempt to prove termination of this program is to define the ranking function δ y = y. The augmentation D+δ y is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Note that statements that in the original program assign values to y, are now replaced with a simultaneous assignment to both y and the augmentation variable dec y . In the case of control statements such as while, the augmentation is not displayed explicitly. However, it is implicitly assumed that the assignment dec y := 0 is executed in parallel with any of these statements. Note that the assignments to dec y have been optimized in some of the statements, replacing the expression sign(y − y ) by its values that are known to be 1 and 0 at the execution of statements 4 and 5, respectively. While this augmentation is not sufficient to prove termination of the entire program, it can be used to prove termination of the inner loop (lines 3, 4).
Consider the abstraction:
where Π is the abstract program counter. The resulting abstract program is presented in Fig. 3 . Note that α introduces nondeterministic assignments to both X and Y (lines 4 and 5). It is now possible to verify, e.g. by model checking, the termination of the inner loop. Deductive verification of termination (à la [17] ) of the inner loop consisting of statements 3 and 4, requires the use of the ranking function 2y + (π = 3) (where the boolean expression (π = 3) evaluates to 1 on states in which π equals 3) or the function y, π = 3 ranging over lexicographic pairs. However, supplying the model checker with the "ingredient rank" y suffices for the application of the ranking abstraction method. Obviously, to obtain the termination of the complete program, we'd need to also consider the variable x. In a dual way to the computation of an abstraction of a concrete assertion, we can concretize an abstract assertion. Let Φ be an abstract assertion. The concretization of Φ, denoted by α −1 (Φ), is defined as
For example, consider the abstract assertion Φ : Π = 3 ∧ X = 1 ∧ Y = 0 over program Abstract-Augmented-Nested-Loops of Fig. 3 . Its concretization is given by α −1 (Φ) : π = 3 ∧ x > 0 ∧ y = 0. As shown in Example 1, it is sometimes necessary to include several δ's in order to obtain a termination proof, by considering simultaneous augmentations by a set of ranking functions. A ranking core is a set of ranking functions. Let R be the ranking core {δ 1 , . . . , δ k }. The ranking augmentation D+R is the system
Just like the case of predicate abstraction, we lose nothing (except efficiency) by adding potentially redundant rankings. The main advantage here over direct use of ranking functions within deductive verification is that one may contribute as many elementary ranking functions as one wishes. It is then left to a model checker to sort out their interaction and relevance. To illustrate this, consider a full deductive proof of termination of program Nested-Loops. Due to the unbounded nondeterminism of the random assignments, a deductive termination proof is necessarily based on a ranking function over lexicographic tuples, an example of which is the following:
With multi-component ranking abstraction, however, one need only provide the well-founded ranking core R = {x, y}. This also improves on the augmentationbased approaches presented in [11] and [14] that, intent on exploring the theory of this method rather than its practical applications, imply the use of a single ranking function.
To abbreviate the notation, we will write D R,α as shorthand for (D+R) α . Note that, when we perform ranking abstraction w.r.t a core R : δ 1 , . . . , δ k , we use an abstraction mapping that extends α by the additional definitions:
Since augmentation induced by the ranking core R does not constrain the behavior of the original fds D, it follows that every σ : s 0 , s 1 , . . . , a computation of D, gives rise to σ : s 0 , s 1 , . . . , a computation of D+R agreeing with σ on all variable except for the Dec variables associated with R. The computation σ can be abstracted into
Thus, the set of computations of D is, modulo augmentation and abstraction, a subset of the computations of D R,α .
Soundness and Completeness of the Method
In order to establish soundness and completeness of the ranking abstraction method we have to consider a more general augmentation than just pure ranking abstraction. Such an augmentation may introduce additional auxiliary variables and their transitions, provided these additions do not constrain the behavior of the system D.
Let
As implied by the definition, each of the basic actions of system D consists of the joint execution of an action of D 1 and an action of D 2 . Thus, we can view the execution of D as the joint execution of D 1 and D 2 . We are interested in the parallel composition A : D | M , where D is the system to be verified, while fds M serves as a monitor that observes the behavior of system D. Let σ : s 0 , s 1 , . . . be a computation of the parallel composition A. We denote by σ⇓ D the sequence of states obtained by projecting each state s i on the variables of D. Let Comp(A)⇓ D denote the set of all computations of the composition A when projected on the variables of D. In general, we have the following relation between the computations of A and the computations of D:
That is, any D-projection of a computation of A is a computation of D. However, there may be computations of D that are blocked due to the interaction with the monitor M . An augmentation D | M is defined to be non-constraining if the set of D-projections of the computation of A equals the set of D-computations, i.e.
That is, any computation of D can be extended by an appropriate assignment of values to the variables in V M − V D to a computation of D | M . The notion of a non-constraining monitor is referred to in [11] as an accommodating monitor.
It is not difficult to see that the ranking augmentation corresponding to the ranking function δ is equivalent to augmentation by the following non-constraining monitor
where V δ is the set of variables occurring within δ.
The fact that M δ is non-constraining follows from the transition relation, which can always assign an appropriate value to the fresh variable dec. The compassion requirement is non-constraining because it is a direct consequence of the fact that the ranking function δ ranges over a well-founded domain and, therefore, cannot decrease infinitely many times without also increasing infinitely many times.
Temporal Testers
One of the most useful non-constraining monitors that can be augmented to a system is a temporal tester for an ltl formula ψ. As shown in [13] , [11] and [12] , it is possible to construct a temporal tester T x = 0] corresponds to a computation of D that satisfies ¬ψ. Claiming that this composition has no computations is equivalent to the claim that all computations of D satisfy the formula ψ.
In this paper we use temporal testers in order to enrich the abstraction by additional information that traces the satisfaction of an arbitrary ltl formula during execution of a system.
We are now ready to state the theorems of soundness and completeness for the ranking abstraction method in a more general context, in which the original system is augmented by an arbitrary non-constraining progress monitor M . The case that the progress monitor consists purely of a ranking augmentation according to a ranking core R is an important special case. To denote the dependence of the monitor M on the ranking core R, we often write it as M R . The following theorem is taken from [11] and [2] . Theorem 2 (Soundness) For a system D, a progress monitor M R that is non-constraining w.r.t D, abstraction α, and a temporal formula ψ:
Thus, if an augmented and abstracted system satisfies an abstract property, then the concrete system satisfies the concrete property. The notion that (augmented) ranking abstraction is more powerful than predicate abstraction for the verification of temporal properties is formalized by the following claim of completeness ( [11] ):
The method of ranking abstraction is complete. Namely, for every system D and temporal formula ψ, such that D |= ψ, there exist a progress monitor M R and an
The theorem shows that every ltl property, and, in particular, all progress properties, can be verified using the ranking abstraction method. In comparison, statebased predicate abstraction can only verify safety properties. A close study of the completeness proof, as presented in [11] yields the following observations:
• In many cases, the progress monitor is just the ranking augmentation given by D+R. This is typically the case when the temporal property ψ is not too complex. For example, for verifying response properties, there is no need for an augmentation beyond the ranking augmentation induced by R.
• In all other cases, it is sufficient to augment the system by the temporal tester T [ψ] and then apply the ranking abstraction induced by R.
Abstraction Refinement
In this section we will show that, similarly to predicate abstraction, ranking abstraction also possesses a counterexample guided refinement process. Assume that, wishing to check that D |= ψ, we have model checked D R,α |= ψ α and have obtained an abstract counterexample σ α . There are two possibilities. Either there exists a concrete computation σ, such that σ α is the abstraction of σ, or σ α cannot be concretized. In the first case, σ is a true counterexample, implying that ψ is not valid over D. In the second case, this means that our abstraction is too coarse and needs to be refined.
The process of counterexample guided refinement has to distinguish between these two cases, and in the case of a spurious counterexample, to utilize the failure to concretize in order to refine the two abstraction components: α and R. Note that the situation here is more complex than simple predicate abstraction, because the refinement may call for a refinement of α or of R, or of both. The realization that, in addition to predicate refinement, there is also a need to refine the termination components has already been made in [8] . However, they perform their version of refinement within the framework of transition invariants.
Abstract Runs and Their Concretizations
Let D : V, Θ, ρ, J , C be a system, P be a predicate base, α be the abstraction mapping (lifted to map assertions) α(p) : ∃V.V A = P(V ) ∧ p(V ), and α −1 be α's inverse, i.e., the mapping α
, which we fix for the duration of this section. We refer to runs of D and D R,α as concrete and abstract runs, respectively. In this section, we assume that, unless explicitly stated otherwise, all runs are finite. For a run ξ : s 0 , . . . , s m , we denote by |ξ| = m the length of ξ.
Consider an abstract run Ξ :
Rather then considering a single state concretization of the abstract run Ξ, we may wish to derive a characterization of all possible concretizations of Ξ. This may be captured by a sequence ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m of assertions over V . We thus define the symbolic concretization of Ξ (with respect to D) to be the sequence γ(Ξ) : ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m of concrete assertions inductively as follows:
where ϕ ρ is the assertion characterizing the states that are ρ-successors of a ϕ-state. We sometimes refer to ϕ i as γ(Ξ)[i], or simply γ[i] if Ξ is understood from the context. Fig. 2(a) , and consider the abstraction and ranking core of Example 1, that is:
Example 2 Recall program Nested-Loops of
The abstract system is shown in Fig. 3 . Consider an abstract run Ξ : S 0 , . . . , S 6 of the system, where The symbolic concretization of Ξ is ϕ 0 , . . . ϕ 6 where:
The following claim establishes the relation between symbolic concretizations of abstract and concrete runs: 
For every i ∈ [1.
.k] assume that we already constructed The assertion γ(Ξ)[i] characterizes all the states that can appear at position i of a concretization of the abstract run Ξ. We will generalize this notion by defining a bi-assertion β i,j (Ξ), for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |Ξ|, such that s a , s b |= β i,j iff there exists ξ : s 0 , . . . , s |Ξ| , such that s i = s a and s j = s b . This bi-assertion will be used when attempting to concretize "abstract cycles" that are obtained in counterexamples. The generic presentation of the bi-assertion is β i,j (V 0 , V ) (rather than β i,j (V, V )), where V 0 is a fresh copy of the system variables, and records the values of variables at state s i .
In this definition, V = V 0 is an abbreviation for x∈V (x = x 0 ), which states equality between all V -variables and their corresponding V 0 -counterparts. The expression
Note in particular that this expression preserves the values of the V 0 -variables from β i,j−1 to β i,j .
Example 3 Continuing Example 2, we compute β 1,1 , . . . , β 1,6 as follows:
where init :
Counterexample Guided Abstraction Refinement
The verification (or refutation) of a progress property ψ over an fds begins with a (possibly empty) user-provided initial ranking R and a predicate abstraction P. Following [10] , initially P is chosen to be the set of atomic state formulas occurring in ρ, Θ, J , C and the concrete formula ψ, excluding formulas that refer to primed variables.
Let ψ α be the formula α(ψ). We start by model checking the validity of ψ α over D R,α . If valid, we can safely conclude that S |= ψ. Otherwise, a counterexample is found in the form of a computation of D R,α that does not satisfy ψ α . If such a computation exists then a standard model checker will return a counterexample that is finitely represented as a "lasso" -an abstract computation of the form Ξ 1 ; Ξ ω 2 where Ξ 1 : S 0 , . . . , S k−1 is a finite abstract run, and Ξ 2 : S k , . . . , S m−1 is a finite sequence of consecutive abstract states. As in the case of predicate abstraction refinement, we first attempt to concretize the counterexample Ξ : S 0 , . . . , S k , . . . , S m−1 , S m = S k . Namely, we compute γ(Ξ) : ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m and β k,m (Ξ). The following may occur:
The counterexample Ξ cannot be concretized. This case is identified by observing that ϕ m = γ[m] is unsatisfiable. This is a typical scenario in predicate abstraction refinement -the abstraction is too coarse, and should be refined so as to eliminate the spurious counterexample. One can apply any of the known predicate refinement techniques, e.g., [5, 3, 4] . For all following cases, we may assume that ϕ m is satisfiable.
Case 2.
The 
This case is a typical scenario in ranking abstraction refinement -the ranking is too coarse, and should be refined to eliminate the spurious counterexample. The ranking core is refined by adding to it a well-founded ranking that proves the well foundedness of β k,m over ϕ k .
A number of methods have been proposed to synthesize such functions from well-founded relations, among them in [27, 9] . In Subsection 3.3 we present an additional heuristic for the domain of unbounded linked lists.
Case 4.
The infinite abstract run Ξ 1 ; Ξ ω 2 can be concretized -the property is not valid. This case can be identified by observing that the bi-assertion β k,m is not well founded over ϕ k . From the fact that β k,m is not well founded, we can infer the existence of an infinite sequence s k , s k+L , s k+2L , . . ., where L = m − k. This state sequence can be transformed into a computation by filling in the missing states (i.e., s 1 , . . . , s k−1 as well as each interval s k+iL , . . . , s k+(i+1)L , i ≥ 0) to form a concretization of Ξ 1 ; Ξ ω 2 that is a computation of D violating the property ψ.
In this case we can declare the property ψ to be invalid over the concrete program, with the computation s 1 , . . . , s k , s k+1 , . . . serving as a counterexample.
It can be shown that these four cases cover all the possibilities, even though some of the tests that have to be applied in order to distinguish between the cases are not, in general, decidable.
The process is described in Fig. 4 . Lines 1 and 2 abstract the system and the property respectively with respect to the ranking core R and the predicate base P. Line 3 (model-)checks whether the abstract property holds over the abstract program. If so, the algorithm returns "success" (line 4). Else, a finitely-representable counterexample is produced (by a model checker) in line 5, from which we construct the "lasso" Ξ : S 0 , . . . , S k , . . . , S m−1 , S m = S k at line 6. Line 7 computes the sym-
. let P be a predicate refinement of P induced by the failure to concretize Ξ; 10. return Cegar(D, ψ, P , R);
12. let ξ : s 0 , . . . , s k , . . . , sm = s k be the concrete run concretizing Ξ; 13. Return "Property not valid. Counterexample: ξ"; 14. else if (β k,m is well-founded over ϕ k ) then --Case 3 » 15. let δ be a well-founded ranking proving the well-foundedness of β k,m over ϕ k ; 16. return Cegar(D, ψ, P, R ∪ {δ}); 17. else return "Property not valid.
--Case 4 Counterexample: s k , s k+L , s k+2L , . . ."; , then predicate refinement is applied (line 9) and the algorithm is re-started with the augmented predicate base (line 10).
If the symbolic concretization is satisfiable, then we check in line 11 whether
If it is satisfiable (Case 2) then we can construct a concrete lasso ξ : s 0 , . . . , s k , . . . , s m−1 , s m = s k concretizing Ξ that is therefore a concrete counterexample.
If the above two tests were answered negatively, we check in line 14 whether the bi-assertion β k,m (Ξ) is well founded over ϕ k . If it is (Case 3) then we know that the abstract counterexample is spurious. In line 15, we attempt to construct a well-founded ranking δ that proves the well foundedness over ϕ k of β k,m (Ξ). If we succeed to identify such a δ then it is added to the ranking core as a refinement, and we reiterate the algorithm with the extended ranking core. This step is the least constructive in the algorithm, and the best that can be offered is a set of heuristics for finding a well-founded ranking that can prove the well foundedness of a given bi-assertion.
Finally, if all preceding tests fail, we reach line 17 (Case 4). In this case, β k,m is known not to be well founded over ϕ k . This implies that there exists a concrete counter example, but not necessarily one that can be presented in finite terms. The best that we can do is present to the user a prefix of a potentially infinite counterexample, as explained in the preceding discussion of Case 4.
The algorithm may not terminate (assuming even an extremely powerful model checker). For one, predicate refinement is not guaranteed to terminate. Similarly, ranking refinement may not terminate. Furthermore the test at line 14, which decides whether we are in Case 3 or Case 4, is, in general, undecidable. Thus, to apply this algorithm, we must invoke various heuristics that were designed in order to check whether a given bi-assertion is well founded.
Example 4 (Termination of Nested-Loops) Recall program Nested-Loops, which was presented in Fig. 2(a) , and the related termination property expressed as at − 0 =⇒ at − 6. Following Example 2, we begin with the initial abstraction and ranking used in Example 1. The first iteration of Cegar results in an abstract counterexample consisting of the single-state prefix S 0 and the repeating period (S 1 , . . . , S 6 ), where S 0 , . . . , S 6 are as in Example 2. The abstract lasso derived from this counterexample is Ξ : S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S 6 , S 7 = S 1 . We follow the computation of Example 3 to obtain the bi-assertions β 1,1 , . . . , β 1, 6 , and also compute
It follows that β 1,7 (V 0 , V ) implies x 0 > x > 0, which is well founded. A wellfounded ranking function proving well foundedness of β 1,7 is δ 2 = x over the domain (N, >). Thus we refine R and continue with the same predicate base and the refined ranking core R : {δ 1 , δ 2 }. At this point, the abstraction of D+R by α is sufficient to verify the termination property of the program.
The discussion in this section only considered the case that the sole augmentation applied is a ranking augmentation, while the completeness theorem implies that, in some cases, it is necessary to use a more general progress monitor. However, according to the comments following Theorem 3, there are cases in which we are guaranteed that ranking augmentation is adequate. For all other cases, it is sufficient to take the tester T [ψ] as a standard additional augmentation.
Synthesizing Elementary Ranking Functions
A number of methods have been suggested for synthesis of ranking functions that establish (prove) well foundedness of a well-founded bi-assertion. In our examples we have used the simple heuristic of searching for simple linear constraints implied by the transition relation of a control-flow loop ( [27] provides a more general method for doing this. Indeed, their method is complete for the reals). For example, given a set of variables V and a bi-assertion β, we check validity of implications such as β → v > v , for each v ∈ V . As demonstrated, this has been sufficient for dealing program Nested-Loops. A more general approach based on linear algebra may look for ranking functions that are linear combinations of system variables.
Such an extraction is useful in two contexts in which bi-assertions may arise. The first has been demonstrated in the ranking refinement process. The second is related to the determination of the ranking components that should be placed in the initial ranking core. This can be based on a heuristic that analyzes the various loops in the program. Assume a control loop identified by a sequence of locations L = 1 , . . . , n = 1 , such that, for each i = 1, . . . , n−1, i+1 can be reached from i in a single step. For a loop L, we can define a sequence of bi-assertions as follows:
It only remains to check whether the bi-assertion β L = β 1,n is well founded, and identify well-founded ranking functions that prove the well foundedness of β L . Such an identification is, in general, undecidable, but we can use any of the heuristics mentioned above, such as linear analysis. We have used a variant of this heuristic to deal with programs that manipulate unbounded pointer structures. One such program is Bubble Sort, shown in Fig. 5 . This is a parameterized system with H denoting the maximal size of a singly-linked pointer structure (or heap). The heap itself is represented by the array Nxt. In addition there are a number of pointer variables, such as x and y, the domain of which is parameterized by H. In the program, as well as in the ranking functions we will use, the assertion Nxt * (u, v) denotes the reflexive transitive closure of the relation Nxt. That is, Nxt * (u, v) is satisfied when there is a sequence of graph nodes starting at u and ending at v, that are consecutive with respect to Nxt. In order to synthesize a ranking function for Bubble Sort and similar programs, our strategy is to seek constraints on graph reachability. One such form of constraint is
where β L is the bi-assertion associated with the loop L and v is a pointer variable. Under the assumption that the heap is acyclic, if such a constraint holds with respect to a loop L, then the ranking function δ = {i | Nxt * (v, i)}, which is over the domain (2 N , ⊃), is sufficient to prove its well foundedness. Indeed, while proving termination of Bubble Sort, one of the functions discovered automatically by refinement was {i | Nxt * (yn, i)}, a function that serves to prove termination of the nested loop (L = lines 2 . . . 9). 
Extracting A Deductive Proof
There are situations in which verification alone is not sufficient, and an actual proof is required. This is the case, for example, when the verification effort is embedded in a larger proof-generating effort, because of either considering only a component of the system, or verifying a property that is only a part of the full specification. When dealing with safety properties, it is straightforward to generate a concrete logical formula that represents an inductive invariant, based on the set of reachable abstract states, to be used as the basis of a deductive proof. The analogous constructs in the case of a response-property proof consist of an assertion that over-approximates the set of pending states, and a well-founded, always-decreasing ranking function.
In this section we present algorithms that extract the necessary auxiliary constructs from a successful application of the ranking abstraction method. The algorithm is based on the LTL model checking algorithm of [16] in carrying out a similar analysis of strongly connected components. For simplicity, we consider first the case of an fds that has no fairness (justice or compassion) requirements. This is typically the case of an fds derived from a sequential program. We will consider the more general case in which the system has justice requirements in the next section.
Extracting A Deductive Proof of Invariance Properties
For the sake of completeness and emphasizing the analogy between predicate abstraction and ranking abstraction, we present here the process of extracting a deductive proof of an invariance property from a successful application of predicate abstraction.
In Fig. 6 , we present the deductive rule inv for establishing the validity of the invariance property 
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In Fig. 7 , we present algorithm Extract-invariance, which extracts an auxiliary assertion ϕ from the abstracted system D α . The algorithm first computes, in
let ϕ := α −1 (Φ); ¡ p α then also ϕ → p is valid. It follows that if we apply the extraction algorithm to a system after a successful application of the predicate abstraction method, then the extracted assertion ϕ satisfies all the premises of rule inv.
Example 5 (Extraction of a deductive proof of invariance)
Consider program Nested-Loops presented in Fig. 2(a) . For this program, we wish to prove the invariance of the assertion p : π = 6 → ¬(y > 0), claiming that when execution reaches location 6, then y = 0. Applying the predicate abstraction α introduced in Example 1, we obtain the abstract program presented in Fig. 3 when we omit all references to variable Dec y . The property ¡ p is abstracted by α into the abstract property
Computing the set of reachable states in this abstract program we obtain a set that is captured by the following abstract assertion:
Concretizing by α −1 , we obtain the following candidate assertion for ϕ:
It is not difficult to verify independently that ϕ is indeed inductive, and that ϕ implies π = 6 → ¬(y > 0).
Deductive Rules for Response Properties
Moving to response properties, we consider a property of the form p =⇒ q. As previously explained, in this section we focus only on fairness-free fds's. A basic proof rule Basic-Response for the deductive verification of a response property over a fairness-free fds is presented in Fig. 8 .
For a well-founded domain A : (W, ), assertions p, q, ϕ, and ranking function ∆ : The rule calls for the identification of an auxiliary assertion ϕ and a ranking function ∆ over the well-founded domain A. Assertion ϕ is intended to be an overapproximation of the set of pending states w.r.t. assertions p and q. It is possible to view this rule as stating that the property ψ : p =⇒ q is valid over D whenever the transition relation ρ, when restricted to the pending states (or their overapproximation ϕ), forms a well-founded bi-assertion. The well-founded ranking ∆ is a ranking that proves the well foundedness of the bi-assertion derived from ρ.
In practice, it is often useful to partition ϕ into several disjoint assertions that cover different cases. This leads to rule Response, which is presented in Fig. 9 . This rule, as well as Basic-Response, has been adapted from [17] .
Rule Response
For a well-founded domain A : (W, ), assertions p, q = ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m , and ranking functions ∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m where each The rule uses assertions ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m , where ϕ 0 = q. It is not difficult to see that if we can find a set of constructs (assertions and ranking functions) satisfying the premises of rule Response, we can immediately construct the appropriate constructs necessary for rule Basic-Response. This can be done by taking
Extracting the Ranking Functions
Let D, R, and α be a concrete system, a ranking core, and an abstraction mapping, respectively. Assume that ψ : p =⇒ q is the response property we wish to verify over D. Let D R,α be the abstract system and ψ α be the abstract property. The extraction process proceeds in two steps, where in the first step we extract the ranking functions 0 = ∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m and, in the second step, we construct the assertions q = ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m . The well-founded domain A will be constructed incrementally together with the construction of the ∆ i 's.
We start by constructing a transition graph G : N, E , whose set of nodes is N = pend ∪ {g}, where pend is the set of all pending states, and g is a special goal node representing all q α -states that are reachable from a pending state in one step. Recall that the pending states are all the states that are reachable by a q α -free path from a reachable p α -state. The edges consist of all transitions connecting one pending state to another. We also include an edge connecting n ∈ pend to g, if there exists a transition connecting state n to any non-pending state. We will refer to the nodes of the graph as N = {g, S 1 , . . . , S m }, where g is the goal node and S 1 , . . . , S m are the abstract pending states. We refer to G as the pending graph of system D R,α . The ranking function will be represented as a mapping Rank : N → Tuples, where Tuples is the type of lexicographic tuples whose elements are either natural numbers or ranking functions present in the ranking core R. The ranking Rank is initialized as Rank [n] = ⊥ for each n ∈ N , where ⊥ is the empty tuple. Then the recursive procedure Rank-Graph(G), shown in Fig. 10 , is invoked. In each iteration, the algorithm updates the mapping Rank by concatenating additional components (natural numbers or elements of the ranking core) to the right end of tuples.
When Algorithm Rank-Graph terminates, it produces a list of ranking functions ∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m , where ∆ 0 is the rank associated with node g (usually 0), while ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m correspond to abstract states S 1 , . . . , S m , respectively.
Example 6 (Extracting a Ranking Function for Nested-Loops)
We illustrate the algorithm by extracting the ranking function for the deductive proof of termination of program Nested-Loops, given the abstract program shown in Fig. 11 . This is a version of the augmented abstract version from Fig. 3 , after refinement with the additional ranking function δ 2 : x. The response property we wish to verify is that of termination, which can be specified by the formula at − 0 =⇒ at − 6, where, as usual at − i is an abbreviation of the assertion π = i. Fig. 12 visualizes iterations in the progress of the algorithm, as a series of graphs of the pending states of the abstract fds, with nodes representing states and directed
1. Decompose G into a sorted list of MSCCs (maximal strongly connected components) G = C 0 , ..., C k , where sortedness means that i > j whenever there is an edge from a C i -node into a C j -node; 2. For every node n ∈ C i , append i to Rank (n);
3. Perform the following for each non-singleton MSCC C in the decomposition:
(a) If for some compassion requirement (Dec j > 0, Dec j < 0), C has some nodes with Dec j > 0, but no nodes with Dec j < 0, then append δ j to Rank (n) of every node n ∈ C; if no such j exists, report "failure" and halt;
(b) Let D be the subgraph obtained by removing every edge in C leading into a Dec j > 0 node; (c) Call Rank(D); Figure 10 : Procedure Rank-Graph, which constructs a ranking function from the transition graph of a terminating abstract system. As the algorithm proceeds, each node is associated with a tuple that denotes the ranking generated thus far. Fig. 14 summarizes the process as a table. The ranking procedure proceeds as follows: Initially the graph of Fig. 12 is decomposed into components 0, . . . , 4, and nodes are assigned ranks according to the index of their MSCC. This is shown in Fig. 12(a) and in the "Iteration 1" column of Fig. 14 . Since nodes {S 2 , . . . .S 8 } form an MSCC that violates the compassion requirement Dec x > 0, Dec x < 0 , the corresponding ranking function x is appended to their ranking tuples, as shown in Fig. 12(b) and in the "Iteration 2" column. The ranking procedure is now applied recursively to the subgraph that consists of nodes {S 2 , . . . .S 8 } and all edges except for the one entering the (Dec x > 0) node (S 8 ). The subgraph, which is no longer strongly connected due to edge removal, is re-decomposed into MSCCs, and each Fig. 12 (c) and in the "Iteration 3" column). The component consisting of nodes S 4 and S 5 is now a non-singleton MSCC, and it violates the compassion requirement Dec y > 0, Dec y < 0 . Therefore, the corresponding ranking function y is appended to the rankings of nodes S 4 and S 5 , as shown in Fig. 12 (d) and in the "Iteration 4" column. Again, the procedure is applied recursively to the subgraph with nodes S 4 and S 5 that has all edges but the one leading into the (Dec y > 0) node (S 5 ). The rankings of nodes S 4 and S 5 are appended index values corresponding to a new sorting (Fig. 12(d) and column "Iteration 5"). At this point there are no nonsingleton MSCCs left in the graph and the procedure terminates. The final ranking, with zeroes padded to the right where appropriate, is shown in Fig. 13 and in the "final ranking" column.
Let ∆ i = (a 1 , . . . , a r ) and ∆ j = (b 1 , . . . , b r ) be two ranks. The formula
formalizes the condition for ∆ i ∆ j in lexicographic order. In general, we cannot determine whether the formula gt(∆ i , ∆ j ) is true or false, because some of the a k , b k can be functions such as x or y. Let E be a consistent conjunction whose conjuncts 
Thus, E lists some assumptions about the relations between δ k and δ k under which gt(∆ i , ∆ j ) can be evaluated.
For example, for ∆ i : (2, x, 2, y, 0), ∆ j : (2, x, 2, y, 1) and
, which assumes that all core-ranking components are equal. If ∆ i dominates ∆ j under E 0 , we denote this fact by ∆ i > ∆ j . Each abstract state S induces an environment, denoted E(S), which, for each δ k ∈ R, contains the equality δ k = δ k iff S[Dec k ] = 0, and contains the inequality δ k δ k iff S[Dec k ] = 1. We denote the fact that S i dominates S j under the environment E(S) by writing
For example, consider the abstract states P1. There is a rank decrease ∆ i S j ∆ j across every edge (S i , S j ), with associated ranks ∆ i , ∆ j .
P2
. If ∆ i and ∆ j are the ranks associated with states S i and S j , respectively, then
P3. The relation > between ranks is a total order over the set of final ranks computed by Algorithm Rank-Graph.
P5. If states S i and S j agree on the values of their non-Dec variables, then they have the same set of successors.
These properties can be proven by induction on the steps in Algorithm Rank-Graph. The induction hypothesis can be phrased as an invariant that includes properties P1 and P2 restricted to the case that the considered S i and S j belong to disjoint MSCC's. This invariant is expected to hold whenever we enter step 3 in algorithm Rank-Graph.
Forming an Abstract Verification Diagram
The ranked pending graph still contains too many details. In particular, it assigns different ranks to two abstract states that agree on all non-Dec variables. The states S 5 : Π:3, X:1, Y :1, Dec x :0, Dec y :1 and S 6 : Π:3, X:1, Y :1, Dec x :0, Dec y :− 1 , which are assigned different ranks in Fig. 13 , are an example of this. In the next step, we group together all abstract states that agree on the values of all non-Dec variables.
To eliminate this redundant distinction, we form an abstract verification diagram in the spirit of [18] . This is a directed graph whose nodes are labeled with assertions Φ 0 , Φ 1 , . . . , Φ m and are also ranked by a well-founded ranking. Such diagrams are often used to provide a succinct representation of the auxiliary constructs needed for a proof rule such as Response. The abstract verification diagram is constructed as follows: For simplicity, we write S ∈ Φ as synonymous to S |= Φ.
2. We draw an edge from the node (labeled by the assertion) Φ i to node Φ j , whenever there are states S i ∈ Φ i and S j ∈ Φ j such that S i is connected to S j in the ranked pending graph.
3. A node Φ is ranked by a rank ∆ that is the >-minimum among the ranks associated with the states that are grouped in Φ.
Thus, the rank assigned to node Φ : Π = 3 ∧ X = 1 ∧ Y = 1, which has been obtained by grouping together states S 5 and S 6 with associated ranks (2, x, 2, y, 1) and (2, x, 3), is (2, x, 2, y, 1), which is the smaller of the two ranks.
In Fig. 15(a) we present the abstract verification diagram obtained for program Nested-Loops. A property supporting the correctness of the construction is P6. If Φ i is connected to Φ j in the verification diagram and S j ∈ Φ j , then ∆ i S j ∆ j , where ∆ i , ∆ j are the ranks associated with Φ i , Φ j , respectively.
The proof of this property is based on the fact that the rank of an assertion Φ is defined as the >-minimum over the ranks of all states included in Φ, and on the "semi-transitivity" property P4.
Obtaining the Concrete Helpful Assertions
As the last step in the extraction of the auxiliary constructs needed by rule Response, we compute the concrete helpful assertions ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m . These are obtained simply by concretization of the abstract assertions Φ 0 , . . . , Φ m . That is, for each i = 0, . . . , m, we let ϕ i = α −1 (Φ i ). Thus, for program Nested-Loops, we obtain the helpful assertions presented in the table of Fig. 15(b) .
A property that leads to the overall correctness of the construction is given by:
P7. If concrete states s i , s j satisfy s i |= ϕ i and s j |= ϕ j , and s j is a D-successor
We will sketch the proof of this property. Since s j is a D-successor of s i , there exist s i , s j , states of the augmented system D+R, such that s i |= ϕ i , s j |= ϕ j , and s j is a D+R-successor of s i . Abstracting these states by α, we obtain abstract states S i , S j , such that S i |= Φ i , S j |= Φ j , and S j is a D R,α -successor of S i (and hence Φ i is connected to Φ j in the abstract verification diagram). By property P6, it follows that ∆ i S j ∆ j . The definition of S j implies that ∆ i ∆ j under the assumptions that the ranking components δ k decrease or increase as determined by the values of the Dec k variables in state S j . However, these values are the same as they are in s j and therefore, faithfully represent whether δ k decrease or increase on the transition from s i to s j . It therefore follows that
(a) Abstract Verification Diagram for Nested-Loops We can now summarize the complete algorithm for extraction of the auxiliary con-30 structs necessary for a successful application of rule Response.
1. Construct the pending graph and apply Algorithm Rank-Graph in order to assign well-founded ranks to the nodes in the graph.
2. Construct an abstract verification diagram by abstracting away the Decvariables.
3. Derive the helpful assertions by concretization of the assertions labeling the nodes in the abstract verification diagrams.
Extracting Proofs for Systems with Justice Requirements
In the previous Section we showed how to extract a deductive proof of response properties for fairness-free fds's, that are adequate for representing sequential programs. In this Section we extend the method to fds's containing justice requirements that can, therefore, represent the majority of concurrent programs.
Consequently, in this section we focus on the class of just discrete systems (jds), that allow an arbitrary number of justice requirements, but no native compassion requirements. The ranking abstraction method introduces its own compassion requirements into the augmented system prior to abstraction, but we allow no compassion requirements in the original system D. A further extension of the method will consider the most general case of fds's, which allows both justice and compassion requirements. This will be the topic of another paper.
A Deductive Rule for Response under Justice
In the case of fairness-free systems, we could require a well-founded ranking that decreases on every execution step. This is no longer possible in the presence of justice requirements. Here, we partition the space of pending steps into regions characterized by assertions ϕ 1 , . . . .ϕ m where for each i = 1, . . . , m, ϕ i → ¬J i , so that any step from a ϕ i -state that causes J i to be fulfilled should cause the ranking to decrease. However, as long as we remain within ϕ i , we may take an arbitrary number of steps and the rank need not decrease.
In Fig. 16 we present proof rule Just-Response [17] , which establishes the response property p =⇒ q for a jds D. Premise R1 of the rule requires that any p-state is also a ϕ i -state for some i = 0, . . . , m. Premise R2 of the rule requires that any step from a ϕ i -state (i > 0) either causes the ranking to decrease or preserves the value of ∆ i , provided we stay in the ϕ i -region. By premise R3, justice requirement J i is not satisfied by any ϕ i -state. It follows that every infinite run that enters the pending domain without ever leaving it, either causes the ranking to decrease infinitely many times, which is impossible, or remains forever within some ϕ i -region from a certain point on. However, in the latter case, justice requirement J i will be satisfied only finitely many times. It follows that such a run cannot be a computation since it violates the justice requirement J i . We conclude that no computation can stay contained forever within the domain of pending states. Hence any computation that enters the pending domain must eventually exit, and satisfy q.
Rule Just-Response
For a well-founded domain A : (W, ), assertions p, q = ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m , justice requirements J 1 , . . . , J m , and ranking functions ∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m where each Figure 16 : Deductive rule Just-Response
Applying Ranking Abstraction to Concurrent Programs
The method of ranking abstraction can be applied, with no change, to jds's. We illustrate this application on program Up-Down, presented in Fig. 17 , for which we wish to prove the response property (π 1 = 0 ∧ π 2 = 0) =⇒ (π 1 = 4), where π 1 and π 2 are the location counters for P 1 and P 2 respectively. To distinguish between locations of processes P 1 and P 2 , we denote them by i , and m j , respectively. We also use the notation at − i to denote π 1 = i, and, similarly, we use at − m j to denote π 2 = j. The justice requirements of this program are given by J = {¬at − 0 , ¬at − 1 , ¬at − 2 , ¬at − 3 , ¬at − m 0 }. Thus, every statement at location (i.e., i or m j ) is associated with a justice requirement of the form ¬at − , guaranteeing that the statement is eventually executed, and execution does not remain stuck at forever. Employing the predicate base P : {x > 0, y > 0} and the ranking core R : {δ y : y}, we obtain the abstraction
Augmenting and abstracting program Up-Down, we obtain the abstract program Abstract-Up-Down, presented in Fig. 18 . Model checking the abstracted property Ψ α : (Π 1 = 0 ∧ Π 2 = 0) =⇒ (Π 1 = 4) over program Abstract-Up-Down, we find out that it is valid. We conclude that the concrete program Up-Down terminates.
Extracting a Deductive Proof
We proceed to outline the algorithm by which we can extract the necessary ingredients for a deductive proof by rule Just-Response from a successful application of the ranking abstraction method. As in the fairness-free case, the extraction process proceeds in three steps. In the first step we construct the pending graph, and assign ranks to the abstract states belonging to this graph. That step also assigns a helpful justice requirement to each abstract state (as required by rule Just-Response). The second step constructs an abstract verification diagram, which contains an abstracted versions of the helpful assertions. In the third and final step we construct the (concrete) helpful assertions.
Once again, we start by constructing a transition graph G : N, E , which represents the set of pending states plus a goal state. In the just version of the construction, it is important to label the edges by a label that can be viewed either as the transition that leads from one state to the next, or the justice requirement that the transition causes to be satisfied. This correspondence results from the fact that every transition τ in the program can be associated with a justice requirement J τ that holds iff τ is disabled. To illustrate this construction, we present in Fig. 19 the labeled transition graph corresponding to the pending states of program AbstractUp-Down. As seen in the diagram, we represent the justice requirements ¬at − i and ¬at − m j simply by the locations i and m j , respectively.
Having constructed the pending transition graph G we proceed to analyze it and determine the ranks associated with the abstract states. A basic process in the algorithm for rank determination is the decomposition of subgraphs into their MSCC's (maximally strongly connected components). An MSCC C is said to be just with respect to justice requirement J i if C contains a state satisfying J i . Component C is defined to be just if it is just with respect to all justice requirements. In Fig. 20 , we present the algorithm for computing the ranks for a pending graph produced for a jds.
In the table of Fig. 21 , we present the progress of algorithm Rank-Just-Graph when applied to the pending graph of program Abstract-Up-Down, which is given in Fig. 19 . The last column in the table lists, for each node, the justice requirement identified as helpful for that node. These entries are determined in line 3 of Algorithm Rank-Just-Graph. In the first iteration, the MSCC decomposition yields the following sorted list: g, S 1 , {S 2 , S 3 }, S 4 , S 5 , S 6 , S 7 , {S 8 , S 9 }, S 10 Consequently, we assign to nodes g, S 1 , . . . , S 10 the sequence of ranks: 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8
Next, we examine each of the components, excluding g. We find that the only just component is {S 2 , S 3 }. This is because each of the other components is unjust w.r.t some justice requirement, as shown by Component S1 S4 S5 S6 S7 {S8, S9} S10 Violates ¬at− 2 ¬at− 2 ¬at− 0 ¬at− 0 ¬at− 1 ¬at−m0 ¬at−m0
with the helpful justice requirements are drawn in bold type. On successful termination of Algorithm Rank-Just-Graph, we can claim the following properties:
C1. For every two states S i , S j belonging to disjoint MSCC's, and such that S i is connected to S j , there is a rank decrease ∆ i S j ∆ j , where ∆ i , ∆ j are the ranks associated with S i , S j , respectively.
C2. For every two states S i , S j and their associated ranks ∆ i , ∆ j , then ∆ i = ∆ j iff S i and S j belong to the same MSCC.
In addition, properties P3-P5 of Section 4 are also true here.
Forming an Abstract Verification Diagram
In the second step of the extraction process, we form the abstract verification diagram by merging each MSCC of the pending graph into a single assertion.
1. In the first step we merge abstract states that differ only in their Dec variables. This is done by identifying two such abstract states S i and S j , retaining the representative with the smaller rank, and redirecting edges previously connecting to the node with higher ranks into the node with the lower rank.
Thus, in the graph of Fig. 19 , we can merge S 10 into S 8 , S 6 into S 5 , and S 4 into S 3 .
2. Next, we construct for each MSCC of the graph resulting from the previous step a single assertion Φ that is a disjunction of the valuations of the non-Dec variables of all the states contained in the MSCC.
Thus, the assertion corresponding to the MSCC that contains the two states 3. We draw an edge labeled by J connecting node Φ i to node Φ j , whenever there are states S i ∈ Φ i and S j ∈ Φ j such that S i is connected to S j by a J-labeled edge in the ranked pending graph.
4.
A node Φ is ranked by a rank ∆, which is the common rank associated with the states that belong to the MSCC.
In Fig. 22(b) , we present the abstract verification diagram obtained from the graph of Fig. 22(a) . An important property of the abstract verification diagram is the following:
P6. If Φ i is connected to Φ j in the verification diagram and S j ∈ Φ j , then ∆ i S j ∆ j , where ∆ i , ∆ j are the ranks associated with Φ i , Φ j , respectively.
Obtaining the Concrete Helpful Assertions
As the last step in the extraction of the auxiliary constructs needed by rule Just-Response, we compute the concrete helpful assertions ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m . As in the sequential case, these are obtained simply by concretization of the abstract assertions Φ 0 , . . . , Φ m . In the table presented in Fig. 23 , we present the auxiliary constructs extracted for program Up-Down.
As in the sequential case, the following property leads to the overall correctness of the construction: P7. If concrete states s i , s j satisfy s i |= ϕ i and s j |= ϕ j , and s j is a D-successor of s j , then
Conclusion
The work in this paper is a direct continuation of [2] , where a framework was presented for automatic computation of predicate and ranking abstractions, with a specific application to the domain of unbounded pointer structures (aka Shape Analysis). That framework requires all predicates and component ranking functions to be provided by the user. Here we have extended it with dual means of refinement for both types of abstraction. We have shown two heuristics for synthesizing component ranking functions, one for a linear domain and another for a domain of unbounded pointer structures. These have been surprisingly effective in proving termination of a number of example programs. In the near future we plan to explore richer heuristics in the domain of shape analysis.
In the last two sections we have shown how a deductive proof of a response property can be extracted from a successful application of the ranking-abstraction method. First, we consider the simpler case of systems with no fairness requirements that correspond to sequential programs. Then, we generalized the extraction process to systems with justice requirements, that are used to model concurrent programs. A natural direction for future extension of this method is to allow for systems with native compassion requirements.
